Carcinoembryonic Antigen
RRID:AB_2335697
Type: Antibody

Proper Citation

(Agilent Cat# A0115, RRID:AB_2335697)

Antibody Information

**URL:** [http://antibodyregistry.org/AB_2335697](http://antibodyregistry.org/AB_2335697)

**Proper Citation:** (Agilent Cat# A0115, RRID:AB_2335697)

**Target Antigen:** Human CEA isolated from hepatic metastasis of colon adenocarcinoma.

**Host Organism:** rabbit

**Clonality:** polyclonal

**Comments:** Used By NYUIHC-1275. Original Manufacturer: Dako. Now part of Agilent. Info: Independent validation by the NYU Lagone was performed for: IHC. This antibody was found to have the following characteristics: Functional in human:FALSE, NonFunctional in human:FALSE, Functional in animal:FALSE, NonFunctional in animal:FALSE

**Antibody Name:** Carcinoembryonic Antigen

**Description:** This polyclonal targets Human CEA isolated from hepatic metastasis of colon adenocarcinoma.

**Antibody ID:** AB_2335697

**Vendor:** Agilent

**Catalog Number:** A0115

Ratings and Alerts

- Independent validation by the NYU Lagone was performed for: IHC. This antibody was
No alerts have been found for Carcinoembryonic Antigen.

Data and Source Information

**Source:** Antibody Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.